Count the number of meteorites there are on each state and write the number on the line provided. Then answer the questions below.

Which State has the most Meteorites? _____________

Which State has the least Meteorites? _____________

How many meteorites are there all together? _______?

What city in Alabama is a confirmed “impact crater”?  

a.) Ramer     b.) Wetumpka     c.) Ozark
NASA & Space Museums in and around Alabama

Plan a trip to see the NASA and Space centers in and around Alabama. Make sure to check their websites for information about hours, and tickets.

**Alabama:**
US Space and Rocket Center, Huntsville
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville

**Florida:**
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex, Kennedy
American Space Museum and Walk of Fame, Titusville

**Georgia:**
Space Center Atlanta, Atlanta
Coca Cola Space Science Center, Columbus

**Mississippi:**
Infinity Science Center, Pearlington
John Stennis Space Center, Kiln
NASA Stennis Space Center, Center

**Tennessee:**
No NASA or Space Centers

**Answers:** Most: AL, Least: FL, Total: 16, Crater: Wetumpka

Library Program! Activity Sheet

Go to archives.alabama.gov for more information about Alabama!